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Cache-based side channel attack (CSCa) techniques in virtualization systems are becoming more advanced, while defense methods
against them are still perceived as nonpractical. The most recent CSCa variant called Flush + Flush has showed that the current
detection methods can be easily bypassed. Within this work, we introduce a novel monitoring approach to detect CSCa operations
inside a virtualization environment. We utilize the Kernel Virtual Machine (KVM) event data in the kernel and process this
data using a machine learning technique to identify any CSCa operation in the guest Virtual Machine (VM). We evaluate our
approach using Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) diagram of multiple attack and benign operation scenarios. Our method
successfully separate the CSCa datasets from the non-CSCa datasets, on both trained and nontrained data scenarios. The successful
classification also include the Flush + Flush attack scenario. We are also able to explain the classification results by extracting the set
of most important features that separate both classes using their Fisher scores and show that our monitoring approach can work to
detect CSCa in general. Finally, we evaluate the overhead impact of our CSCa monitoring method and show that it has a negligible
computation overhead on the host and the guest VM.

1. Introduction
Virtualization technology has become a common utility in
the current computation world. This technology has many
advantages over traditional computing systems, such as lower
cost, energy saving, faster provisioning, and application
isolation. This isolation property is supposed to be one of
the security properties of cloud computing systems. However,
within the last decade, academicians and practitioners have
discovered that this isolation is not impenetrable [1–4].
One well-known technique to break this isolation feature
is a cache-based side channel attack (CSCa). This attack
takes advantage of a main characteristic of the virtualization
technique which shares physical hardware resources among
multiple guest systems to improve server utilization. CSCa is
known to be able to gather information such as cryptographic
keys, keystroke sequences, coresidency, and website access
across multiple CPUs, CPU cores, and even VMs. To help
protect security in cloud computing systems, CSCa detection
methods have become important.

There are many implementations of CSCa, but they all
share one basic operation, which is timing a certain operation
on the shared cache of the physical CPU. Two of the wellknown CSCa techniques are Prime + Probe and Flush +
Reload. In a nutshell, both techniques measure the time to
read a certain location in the memory. The read operation
will create either cache hit or cache miss events. Both events
can be enumerated easily using the Hardware Performance
Counter (HPC). Current CSCa detection methods utilize
this cache hit and miss irregularity to detect the CSCa.
However, the latest CSCa method called Flush + Flush
employs an improved technique that does not require reading
any memory locations. This improvement eliminates the
cache hit-miss information and makes the Flush + Flush
attack stealthier than the previous attacks.
On the other hand, to aid in virtualization security,
methods for monitoring guest VM activity have also been
proposed in many academic papers [5–12]. In general, those
proposed VM monitoring methods can be categorized into
three common techniques, which are computational metric
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monitoring, system-call monitoring, and Virtual Machine
Introspection (VMI). However, the effectiveness of a monitoring process in a public cloud is still limited due to the
additional layer (virtualization layer) between the observer
and the observation object. Furthermore, requirements in
a public cloud limit the access of a cloud administrator to
internal information from the guest system.
The motivation of this work is to introduce a Kernel
Virtual Machine (KVM) events monitoring method for CSCa
detection in the virtualization environment and to give proofs
that the data features collected from the monitoring can
give good detection results for three major variants of CSCa
(Prime + Probe, Flush + Reload, and the latest more stealthy
Flush + Flush) with a negligible computation overhead. To
evaluate our monitoring method, we collected KVM events
data inside the host from multiple emulated scenarios of
CSCa and non-CSCa operation in the guest VM. Then we
applied a Support Vector Machine (SVM) machine learning
technique to analyze and classify the KVM events sequences
and examined its accuracy using the AUC (Area Under the
Curve of Receiver Operating Characteristic) unit.
The contribution of this paper is three-fold:
(1) First, we introduced a new method to monitor guest
activity within a virtualization environment using
KVM events data. This monitoring technique enables
us to gather data with less performance overhead,
without guest VM cooperation and without system
components modification which are requirements in
public cloud operation.
(2) Next, we showed that the proposed KVM events
sequence data can be used to differentiate between
non-CSCa operation data and CSCa operation data
that includes Flush + Flush, the latest stealthier CSCa.
(3) Finally, we performed several empirical evaluations to
measure the performance of our detection method.
With our evaluation, we are able to answer the
following questions:
(a) Can the KVM events information be used to
differentiate the CSCa and non-CSCa operations? How effective is this detection method
to classify the trained scenarios and the new
(untrained) scenarios?
(b) Can the results in (a) be generalized, such that
using this method with other scenarios or other
microarchitectures is still able to give good
detection results?
(c) What is the effect of a noisy background or
mimicry attempts by the adversary on the detection and the attack results?
(d) How big is the impact given by the monitoring
operation on the host and guest VM operation?
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we define the scope of our work by presenting
the threat model and assumptions. In Section 3, we present
several previous related works on cache-based side channel

attacks, the evolution of the attack, and prevention and
detection techniques. In Section 4, we give a theoretical
background by providing a brief explanation on how KVM
and the cache-based side channel attack work. In Section 5,
we explain how our KVM event monitoring approach works.
In Section 6, we present our empirical evaluation in detail.
In Section 7, we discuss some more related issues and
possibilities, and, finally, in Section 8, we conclude the paper.

2. Threat Model and Assumptions
In this section, we will define the scope of our work. In this
work, we study the cache-based side channel attacks (CSCa).
This set of attacks is a subset of two broader attack classes, side
channel attacks, and microarchitecture attacks. We narrow
this down to the three most well-known attack types, Prime
+ Probe, Flush + Reload, and Flush + Flush attack.
We focus further on attacks inside the virtualization environment. The resource sharing characteristic of virtualization
technology makes this environment highly vulnerable to
CSCa attacks. Since the virtualization environment is a vast
and complex environment, it would be hard to cover it in full.
To focus our study, within our threat model we assume that
the cloud provider, its administrator, and its infrastructures
are trusted. We also further assume that the Virtual Machine
Monitor (VMM) is safe. However, we assume that one or
more cloud tenants are not trusted and might have bad
intentions to violate the privacy of the cloud by spying on a
certain person’s operation, either on their own VM or on the
peer’s VM. Moreover, our anticipated attack environments
are public virtualization environments such as those using
the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) Cloud model, where
the host has limited-to-no authority over its guest system
operations.
We set our defensive effort on a detection method. We
base this choice on the assumption that the attackers do not
know when the victim process will be executed; therefore the
attackers have to put a constant probe on the cache before
gathering any data from the victim. Furthermore, common
CSCa techniques require many repeated bits of data from a
victim to be able to extract any useful information. Hence, a
CSCa spends most of its time in a loop observing the cache.
We propose a detection method for this CSCa probing phase,
which can then stop the attack from actually gathering its
target information.

3. Related Work
The threat of CSCa attacks, especially in the virtualization
environment, and methods of defense against these attacks
have been researched since the early 2000s. This section first
examines some of the work on CSCa attacks and then focuses
on such attacks in the virtualization environment, before
looking at research on defense and prevention. Since we propose a new VM monitoring technique, in this section we also
describe the previous related works on guest VM observation
method. These related studies provide the background for our
study.
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The idea of observing the cache access time as a side
channel medium to spy on the victim process has been
around since the early 2000s [13, 14]. The first application of
this cache-based timing attack was demonstrated by Osvik et
al. in 2006 [15]. The authors introduced two methods called
Evict + Time and Prime + Probe. Both methods observe the
state of the CPU’s memory cache to reveal memory access
patterns that later can be used in a cryptanalysis process. The
Flush + Reload attack was introduced by Yarom and Falkner
in 2014 [16]. This method took advantage of a memory
deduplication technique [17] and improved the previous
CSCa methods by increasing the speed and granularity of the
attack to the cache-line level using the clflush function in the
microarchitecture API. The CSCa not only has been proven to
work for cryptanalysis purposes, but also can be used to spy
on many other daily applications, such as a javascript browser
[18], user interface [19], and even a mobile application [20].
In particular in the virtualization environment, an attack
on a coresident VM was demonstrated by Ristenpart et al. in
2009 by recovering the keystrokes from a coresident VM in
commercial clouds [21]. In 2012, Zhang et al. showed how to
recover an El-Gamal decryption key from a coresident VM
[22]. Later, the same authors presented ways to use CSCa to
attack a peer VM within a Platform using a Service (PaaS)
cloud model [23]. İnci et al. in 2016 presented a cache attack
to enable bulk key recovery in a commercial cloud [24].
Many research studies have also been conducted on
defense against CSCa attacks. One defense idea is to make
the attack measurement process more difficult by introducing
random variables. Such random variables include random
memory-cache mapping, the use of prefetches, random
timers, and random cache states [25–28]. Other proposals
aimed to strengthen the victim application code to make
it less vulnerable to CSCa attacks. This technique can be
applied at the Operating System (OS) level [29, 30] or at the
application level using sanity verification frameworks [31, 32].
Other approaches prevented cache sharing by distributing
the VMs to different partitions in the cache, using either
hardware [29, 33] or software [34, 35]. For CSCa in the
cloud, the common protection idea is to change the new VM
placement policies to reduce the probability of having the
attacker VM and the victim VM stay in the same physical
host [36–38]. However, cloud providers might find all these
approaches less attractive because they require significant
modifications to the cloud infrastructure.
Contrary to the many prevention techniques for CSCa
attacks, detection methods have not been as widely studied.
CSCa techniques are well-known to be very noisy and therefore can be easily detected using the Hardware Performance
Counter (HPC). Chiappetta et al. used the HPC data and
coupled it with a neural network method to detect CSCa in
real time [39]. Zhang et al. went further by implementing
CSCa detection in a virtualization environment [40]. They
created a handshake system that correlates the signaturebased detection of the cryptographic application in the victim
VM with the anomaly detection system in the attacker’s VM.
This method requires cooperation from the victim VM to
provide signatures of their cryptographic operation. Other
detection methods were presented by Payer [41] and Herath
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and Fogh [42]. However, the latest development in CSCa
introduced a new stealthier variant called Flush + Flush [43].
Since this method does not try to read the memory, no hit
and miss events will happen; thus its existence cannot be
detected using the HPC. As of the writing of this paper, we
have not heard yet any academic paper presented to detect
such attacks.
On the aspect of guest VM monitoring, many methods
have been studied. Some of the common techniques to
monitor the guest VM in a nonintrusive way are computation
metric observation [5, 6], system-call observation [7–9], and
Virtual Machine Introspection [10–12].
(i) The computation metric observation approach analyzes metrics such as CPU utilization, memory utilization, and the volume of block device read and
write operations inside the guest VM. The main
assumption of this approach is that a malicious
activity will likely change some considerable amount
of computing resources. The shortcoming of this
approach is that it is hard to map the workload data
to a specific process target inside the guest VM.
(ii) System-call is a set of interfaces that enable user
processes to access the services that are provided
by the Operating System (OS) kernel. By observing
the system-call invocations from user processes to
the underlying kernel system, a security agent can
try to infer whether the user processes constitute
a normal operation or not. However, the addition
of a virtualization layer in the system makes this
observation method less effective.
(iii) Virtual Machine Introspection (VMI) was first introduced by Garfinkel and Rosenblum (2003) [44]. It
works by capturing a snapshot of the memory space
used by the guest VM and uses it to reconstruct
an exact same picture of the situation inside the
guest VM. One minor limitation of the current VMI
implementations is their dependency on information
from the guest OS to correctly interpret the memory
snapshots. Examples of such data are the debugging
symbols information file for Windows systems or
memory offset information file for Linux systems.
Although this requirement is easy to satisfy in a
private environment, in other arrangements such
as a public IaaS, this approach could be hard to
implement.
In this study, we move the research on CSCa detection
forward by proposing a monitoring method that can detect
even the latest Flush + Flush attack. This monitoring system
can also be seen as an improvement over previous guest VM
monitoring methods, as it can give clearer information on
VM operation without the need of the guest VM operator
participation.

4. Background
This section provides a brief explanation of how KVM and
cache-based side channel attacks (CSCa) operate.
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Figure 1: Guest execution loop.

4.1. Kernel Virtual Machine. A Kernel Virtual Machine
(KVM) [45] is a virtualization solution that is embedded as
a kernel module inside the Linux Operating System. This
module enables the Linux system to act as a bare metal Virtual
Machine Monitor (VMM) system (also usually being referred
as type 1 virtualization). A VMM (or a Hypervisor) is a software that manages the virtualization environment operation,
which includes the management of Virtual Machines (VM).
A KVM provides a set of Application Programming
Interfaces (API) to utilize the hardware-assisted virtualization functions from the latest CPU architectures, such as
Intel VT-x or AMD-V. Even though the hardware-assisted
virtualization extensions are not standardized (both Intel
and AMD processors have different instruction sets and
capabilities), the basic operations are similar:
(i) The processors provide a new operating mode called
guest mode, in addition to the previous two modes,
the userspace mode and the kernel mode (the basic
scheme of guest system operation is given in Figure 1).
The guest mode enables the guest system to have all
the regular privilege levels of the normal operating
modes of a single Operating System. The exceptions of the privileges are several critical operating
modes such as the control-sensitive IO operations
(operations that have to change the state of system
resources) and the handling of external interrupts,
exception, and time-outs (scheduling operations are
still performed by the host). These exceptions need to
be performed by the host.
(ii) The operation switches between the kernel mode and
guest mode, which include control registers, segment
registers, and instruction pointers are performed by
the hardware.
(iii) The hardware reports every exit reason (changes from
the guest mode to the kernel mode) so the software
can take proper action for the switch.

When it is time to run the guest system, the VMM calls ioctl()
to instruct the KVM module to start up the guest system. The
KVM then performs the VM entry and lets the guest system
directly interact with the processor. If later the guest system
is required to perform a critical instruction, it transfers the
control to the kernel mode through VM exit (lightweight
exit). If VMM intervention is required to execute an IO task,
control is further transferred to the VMM userspace mode
through KVM exit (heavyweight exit). On the completion of
the VM exit handling, control is then given back to the guest
mode through the VM entry process.
4.2. Cache-Based Side Channel Attack. A side channel attack
is a method to gain information from a victim by eavesdropping through a nonconventional channel. An analogy would
be that it is like trying to count the number of people in
another room by hearing footsteps on the floor. In the case
of a cache-based side channel attack, the floor is analogous
to the CPU cache. An attacker measures the time to access a
certain memory address to find out if those locations have
been accessed (and henceforth cached) by the victim. The
access information can then be translated into information
about whether a certain operation has been executed or not
by the victim. Since all the VMs inside a host share the
same set of CPU caches, this technique can be used in the
virtualization environment by an adversary to spy on its peer
VM. For example, an attacker can spy on his neighbor VMs
to detect if a certain user exists [21], or the attacker can spy
any key-press on his peer tenant applications [19].
There are three common methods being used for cachebased side channel attacks, Prime + Probe, Flush + Reload,
and Flush + Flush attack.
4.2.1. Prime + Probe. As the name suggests, this technique is
comprised of two stages. In the Prime stage, the attacker evicts
all the victim’s data from the targeted cache set by allocating
an array of memory blocks into that set. The attacker then
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(1) procedure PrimeProbe (addr, thr)
(2) accessed = []
(3) access (addr)
(4) while (true) do
(5)
wait ()
(6)
𝑡0 = time ()
(7)
access (addr)
(8)
𝑡𝑥 = time () − 𝑡0
(9)
if 𝑡𝑥 > thr then
(10)
accessed.append (1)
(11)
else
(12)
accessed.append (0)
(13)
end if
(14) end while
(15) return accessed
(16) end procedure

(1) procedure FlushReload (addr, thr)
(2) accessed = []
(3) while (true) do
(4)
flush (addr)
(5)
wait ()
(6)
𝑡0 = time ()
(7)
access (addr)
(8)
𝑡𝑥 = time () − 𝑡0
(9)
if tx < thr then
(10)
accessed.append (1)
(11)
else
(12)
accessed.append (0)
(13)
end if
(14) end while
(15) return accessed
(16) end procedure

Algorithm 1: Prime + Probe.

Algorithm 2: Flush + Reload.

waits for an interval before performing the next step. In
the Probe stage, the attacker again reads the memory array
and measures the access time. If the access time took longer
than a certain time threshold, the attacker assumes that the
cache set has been accessed by the victim during the interval.
The attacker keeps repeating these Prime and Probe actions
to collect the pattern of cache access by the victim which
can be used later to extract information about the victim’s
operation. The method’s operation is depicted as pseudocode
in Algorithm 1.

Reload method has higher granularity information compared
to the Prime + Probe since the Flush + Reload works at the
level of cache lines. This method’s operation is depicted as
pseudocode in Algorithm 2.

4.2.2. Flush + Reload. This method requires that multiple identical processes using different virtual addresses be
mapped into the same physical addresses. This mapping
mechanism is intended to augment memory density. Two
well-known implementations of this mechanism are Kernel
Same-Page Merging (KSM) [46] and Transparent Page Sharing (TPS) [47].
The attacker first runs the process he wants to spy for
so the process occupies the physical memory and the cache.
Henceforth, anytime the victim runs the same process, the
Operating System will map the process to the same location
used by the attacker. The attacker then selects some specific
cache line from the shared pages to be monitored. In the
Flush stage, the attacker flushes his targeted cache lines. The
attacker then waits for an interval before performing the
Reload stage. In the Reload stage, the attacker reloads the
memory blocks into the cache and measures the access time.
If the access time is shorter than a predefined time threshold,
it indicates a cache hit and the attacker will assume that the
victim has performed the same instruction during the waiting
time. As with the Prime + Probe, the attacker keeps repeating
the Flush + Reload stages to collect the victim’s instruction
execution patterns.
Flush + Reload utilizes the assembly mnemonic clflush()
that enables the cache flush to operate at the granularity
of cache lines. To perform time measurement, this method
uses the processor’s hardware API, the rdtsc(). This Flush +

4.2.3. Cache-Based Side Channel Attack Detection. Both
Prime + Probe and Flush + Reload measure the access time
of the cache. The access time of the cache is highly affected
by the existence of the accessed data in the cache. The access
time will be shorter if the data already exists in the cache.
This is usually called a cache hit situation. In comparison, a
cache miss means that the data being accessed is currently
not in the cache and needs to be copied from memory, hence
the longer access time. Fortunately, both events, the cache-hit
and cache-miss, are observable from the processor. Modern
microprocessors are equipped with a set of special purpose
registers called Hardware Performance Counters (HPC). The
HPCs are used to count all the CPU processing events and
activities inside the computer system. Therefore, based on the
HPC readings, previous CSCa detection methods can spot
any CSCa attempts if they read an unusual number of cachehits or cache-misses. As an example, a Flush + Reload probing
process will create a constant high number of cache-miss that
can easily be spotted.
4.2.4. Flush + Flush. The Flush + Flush method [43] is the
latest variation of the Flush + Reload attack. It enhances
the attack by removing the Reload stage of the spy process.
Instead of measuring the time needed for the Reload stage,
this method simply measures the time needed to execute the
clflush(). The idea is that a flushing process will require less
time if the address that needs to be flushed is not in the cache.
Since there is no memory access in this attack, there is no
cache miss which makes the previous detection technique
almost impossible. Another advantage of Flush + Flush is that
it gives higher resolution information because it works faster
than the Flush + Reload attack. The Flush + Flush operation
is depicted as pseudocode in Algorithm 3.
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(a) (b) (c)

(1) procedure FlushFlush (addr, thr)
(2) accessed = []
(3) while (true) do
(4)
𝑡0 = time ()
(5)
flush (addr)
(6)
𝑡𝑥 = time() − 𝑡0
(7)
if tx > thr then
(8)
accessed.append (1)
(9)
else
(10)
accessed.append (0)
(11)
end if
(12)
wait ()
(13) end while
(14) return accessed
(15) end procedure
Algorithm 3: Flush + Flush.

We performed a simple test using perf tool (“perf kvm stat
-e cache-misses, cache-references -p PID”) on a VM running
each of Prime + Probe, Flush + Reload, Flush + Flush, and
a VM running web application. The average over 10 tries
were 94%, 97%, 12%, and 18% (the percentage represents
the ratio of cache misses over cache references) for Prime +
Probe, Flush + Reload, Flush + Flush, and web application,
respectively.

5. Monitoring System Design
This section describes our approach to detecting CSCa.
5.1. KVM Events. In computing world terms, an event can
be defined as “a change of state.” The same definition will
be used in this paper, where KVM events are the changes of
states inside the KVM module during kernel mode operation
(see Figure 1). In our implementation, we introspected the
KVM events that are instrumented by a standard Linux kernel
tracing utility called ftrace [48]. Ftrace was built directly into
the Linux kernel and thus brings the ability to see what is
happening inside the kernel. We have three reasons to utilize
this default Linux KVM instrumentation instead of creating
our own user defined instrumentation. First, it allows us to
target the generic hardware environment. Microarchitecture
attacks depend on the type of hardware being used. To add
a new probe, we would have to consider every possible
hardware combination, which would increase the complexity
of our study. Therefore, we decided to utilize the default set
of probes that are provided by Linux and use a machine
learning process to decide which events should be used for the
classification process. Second, by not changing the default set
of trace points, we wanted to ensure ease of implementation
and make it applicable in a production environment. Finally,
by using the built-in Linux function, we expected a lesser cost
in computation. To ease the ftrace tracing process, we used
the trace-cmd tool. Trace-cmd is a user-space front-end for
ftrace that automates the process of accessing multiple files
when directly working with ftrace itself.

(d)

(e)

(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)

Figure 2: A snapshot example of trace-cmd output for KVM events.
The preprocessing procedure to transform the text format into a
vector input is explained in Section 5.2. (a) Process name. (b)
Process/thread ID. (c) CPU ID. (d) Timestamps. (e) KVM event
name. (f) KVM event information. (g) An example of one KVM exit
event and its exit reason. In this case we log the reason attribute.
(h) An example of one KVM exit session that we used as one data
(sequence) type. (i) An example of two sequences that belong to one
sequence type.

The basic trace-cmd command that we used to capture
KVM events from the host is “trace-cmd record -e kvm P xxx” (where 𝑥𝑥𝑥 is the process/thread ID of the guest
KVM VCPU). This command pins data collection to one
specific process/thread that represents the VCPU of the VM,
thus enabling us to specify which guest VM to observe. An
example of the output of this tool is given in Figure 2. It
gives us the list of KVM events sequences that occurred
during kernel mode operation (Section 4.1). The information
gathered from this tool is the process name, process or thread
ID, CPU ID, time information, KVM event name, KVM event
information, and the sequence of the events.
5.2. Data Transformation. The raw data format is a text file
that contains a list of KVM operation events in a chronological order. This raw data also gives additional information such
as the name and parameters of each event. Figure 2 shows an
example of the raw data.
We defined our data unit as the number of KVM event
sequences within one monitoring time unit (e.g., 1 second).
A KVM event sequence is a list of ordered KVM events that
occurred between one VM exit to the next VM entry (one
kernel mode session). For each KVM event, we only captured
its name, with an exception for VM exit events where we
captured its exit reason information. Having more features
from the KVM events might increase the detection results;
however, to minimize complexity, we decided to start simple
and only increase the information level if it is deemed as
necessary.
We formalize a data unit 𝑋 = {𝑌1 , 𝑌2 , 𝑌3 , . . . , 𝑌𝑛 }, where
𝑌𝑖 is the number of 𝑖th KVM event sequences in observation
𝑋 and 𝑛 is the total number of unique KVM event sequences
in the dataset.
For an illustration, the observation example in Figure 2
contains five KVM event sequences:
(1) MSR WRITE - kvm eoi - kvm pv eoi - kvm apic kvm msr
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(2) MSR WRITE - kvm apic - kvm msr
(3) MSR WRITE - kvm apic - kvm msr
(4) CR ACCESS - kvm cr
(5) CR ACCESS - kvm cr - kvm fpu
We simplified the data presentation by converting them into
sequence IDs. The observation example in Figure 2 gives four
sequence IDs (note that sequences which are pointed to by (i)
belong to the same ID):
(i) ID1: MSR WRITE - kvm eoi - kvm pv eoi - kvm apic
- kvm msr
(ii) ID2: MSR WRITE - kvm apic - kvm msr
(iii) ID3: CR ACCESS - kvm cr
(iv) ID4: CR ACCESS - kvm cr - kvm fpu
After having transformed all the sequences into IDs, we then
counted how many times each ID showed up in an observation. Again, for illustration, having an input of Figure 2, the
output would be freq(𝑋) = freq(ID1, ID2, ID3, ID4) = (1, 2, 1,
1). We use this bag of KVM event sequence data as the input
for the machine learning process to detect a CSCa attack.

6. Evaluation
6.1. Setup
6.1.1. Computation Environment. We setup one host on a Dell
Poweredge 860. This machine was equipped with one Intel
Xeon Dual core 3040 1.86 GHz (Conroe), 64 KB L1 (32 KB
L1d + 32 KB L1i), 2 MB L2, and 8 GB system memory. Inside
the host we setup eight VMs (for the scalability evaluation
later). All the VMs had one virtual CPU, 512 MB memory, and
20 GB disk size. For the OS in the host and guest VM we used
Ubuntu LTS 14.04 Linux (kernel version: 3.13.0-24-generic).
We also setup one external computer as the web workload
generator.
6.1.2. Scenarios. We collected data from multiple scenarios
that represent the cache-based side channel attacks and
common operations in the public cloud. We categorized
the scenarios into two main classes, a positive class which
contains all CSCa scenarios and a negative class which
contains all non-CSCa scenarios (Table 1).
For the positive class, we collected five datasets of CSCa
attacks:
(1) Three CSCa implementations from Gruss [43] (https://
github.com/IAIK/flush flush/tree/master/sc). These
are Prime + Probe, Flush + Reload, and Flush + Flush
attacks to eavesdrop for function calls of key-press on
a Linux User Interface that utilized the libgdk library.
(2) The original Flush + Reload implementation from
Yarom that spies on GnuPG’s RSA implementation
[16] (https://github.com/defuse/flush-reload-attacks/
tree/master/flush-reload/original-from-authors).
(3) Another Flush + Reload implementation from Hornby
that spies on the victim’s browsing destinations [19]
(https://github.com/defuse/flush-reload-attacks).
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Table 1: List of all collected scenarios for evaluation.
Negative class
Standard Op.
CPU Intensive Op.
Prime + Probe (Gruss)
Idle
Stress CPU
Flush + Reload (Gruss) RUBiS 20 clients
Stress memory
Flush + Flush (Gruss)
RUBiS 200 clients
Binary tree
Flush + Reload (Yarom) RUBiS 2000 clients
Lucas-Lehmer
Flush + Reload (Hornby)
Mail server
Urandom generator
Positive class

For the negative class, we collected ten datasets of non-CSCa
operation:
(1) Idle scenario: in this scenario, the VM just did nothing
(with the exception of standard Linux daemons in
the background). We needed to include this in our
evaluation since every guest VM would go through
this scenario at some time in its life-cycle.
(2) Web application scenario: we decided to use web
scenario workloads under the assumption that web
operations are being run the most in the public
cloud system. Approximately 25% of IP addresses
in Amazon’s EC2 address space hosted a publicly
accessible web server [21]. Web server operations
also allowed us to experiment with multiple normal
workload profiles for our evaluation purpose. We
used RUBiS application [49] to emulate this web
application scenario. RUBiS is a prototype of an
auction site that was built to evaluate web application
server scalability. RUBiS allowed us to easily scale the
workload and generate dynamic web traffic. We used
the workload number of clients per node attribute to
control the application workload. We collected the
KVM events for three web application scenarios with
different workloads, which are 20, 200, and 2000
clients.
(3) Mail server scenario: we set up a Postfix mail server
system in a VM with 100 dummy users. We generated
the load data from an external machine using the
postal application (https://doc.coker.com.au/projects/
postal/). For this scenario, the options that we used
were as follows:
(i) Maximum size of message body: 10 Kilobytes
(ii) Number of threads that should be created for
separate connection attempts: 10
(iii) Number of messages per SMTP connection: 100
(iv) Maximum number of messages per minute:
1000.
(4) CPU and memory stress test scenario: our decision
to include this scenario class was intended to possibly
maximize the number of false positives that our
test scenarios can generate. The high intensity usage
on the CPU and memory by the CSCa might not
be observed in a standard VM operation (such as
a web server). Therefore, we needed to introduce
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several scenarios that uniformly and highly utilized
the computer’s CPU or memory to give a good upper
false positive threshold. We collected five datasets for
this scenario:
(a) Linux CPU and memory stress test: we used the
standard stress tool from the Linux.
(b) Standard Linux random number generator: we
chose the urandom device from Linux that use
“unlimited” nonblocking random source. We
performed the following: cat /dev/urandom >
/dev/null. This operation is another well-known
stress test for CPU.
(c) Another two mathematical operations.
(i) A python operation to solve Lucas-Lehmer
prime test equation. This problem is used
by many benchmark tools for stressing the
CPU operation.
(ii) A binary tree operation to fully create perfect binary trees. This program stretched
memory utilization by allocating, walking,
and then deallocating nodes of a big binary
tree. The process of allocating and deallocating memory page will mimic the cache
access operation of a CSCa.

We collected data from all the scenarios exclusively. This
means that there were no other operations being run at the
same time we executed and collected each scenario’s data. The
adversary also will try to operate in an exclusive environment
as much as possible to increase the CSCa effectiveness. Our
evaluations on the obfuscation attempts by an attacker are
given in a separate section (Section 6.4).
We evaluated our data in batches. That means, instead of
evaluating them one by one in real time as the data came
in, we collected the data in groups and evaluated them all
together (offline). One observation data unit is a collection
of all KVM events that were captured in one second. We
ran each of the scenarios in turn inside the guest while
collecting the KVM events inside the host. For each scenario,
we collected 500 units of observation data.
For further research on this topic, our dataset can be
accessed at http://iplab.naist.jp/research/CSCaD.
6.1.3. Machine Learning Setup. We applied a machine learning approach for the classification process. Microarchitectural and Operating System domain data consist of a high
number of variables and parameters which are hard to
observe manually. Furthermore, not all information about
those variables and parameters is available to the virtualization operators. Therefore, we believe that a machine
learning approach is the best option for a real world detection
operation. In the evaluation phase we used the Support
Vector Machine method [50] with a Radial-Based Function
(RBF) to perform binary classification (CSCa or non-CSCa).
We chose this supervised approach for its ease of use, while
allowing us to observe in detail the differential aspect of
the monitoring data between the benign scenarios and the

CSCa scenarios. We utilized Scikit-learn libraries [51] for the
machine learning implementation.
It is important to emphasize that our evaluation was
not meant to benchmark the machine learning engine. Our
chosen machine learning algorithm was selected only by its
common use in classifying high dimensional data. Instead, we
wanted to benchmark the ruleset, which in this case describes
the characteristics and formats of the KVM event sequences
from our monitoring data. Therefore, the identification of
false positives and false negatives is still required even though
we only used one machine learning method in our evaluation.
To avoid any confusion, we define the following quantities:
(i) True positive, CSCa data classified into the CSCa class
(ii) False positive, non-CSCa data classified into the CSCa
class
(iii) True negative, non-CSCa data classified into the nonCSCa class
(iv) False negative, CSCa data classified into the nonCSCa class.
We conducted a small scale Grid Search experiment to find
the best 𝛾 value for our SVM function. We found the value of
0.0003 for 𝛾 and used this value throughout this evaluation
process.
For preprocessing the data, we first applied a standardization process that converted the data into standard normally
distributed data: Gaussian with zero mean and unit variance.
The second preprocessing step was simple removal of all
the features with low variance. This second step was needed
because there were a lot of sequences that appear only rarely
(most of its occurrence value was 0) and can be seen as
exceptions. Our filter was arbitrarily set up at 0.9, such that
we removed all features that contained at least 90% similar
values. The initial number of features (unique sequences of
events) in the raw data was 271. After the preprocessing stage,
the number of features was reduced to 69.
It is preferable to have multiple pairs of learning-test
datasets to make sure that the results are not dependent on
one particular random choice of learning datasets. One way
to create multiple learning and test datasets is by applying
a k-fold cross validation. In this study, as we have 500 data
units for each dataset, we applied a 5-fold cross validation. In
our evaluation, we calculated the average score of the 5-fold
results as the final detection score.
For the detection measurement unit, we used the Area
Under the Curve (AUC) value of the Receiver Operating
Characteristic (ROC). The AUC value can be interpreted
as the expectation that a uniformly drawn random positive
sample is consistently ranked before or after a uniformly
drawn random negative samples. Thus, the AUC can be
seen as the separation score between two sample classes,
which ranges from .50 (both classes datasets cannot be
separated, fully random) to 1.00 (both classes datasets are
fully separated). For the binary classification process, ROC
has the advantage of being able to show the outputs from
all possible positive-negative discrimination thresholds and
therefore has the ability to depict relative trade-offs between
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F4
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F3
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F3
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F1

F0

F0

Training

AUROC F0

Fold 1

Fold 4

AUROC F1

AUROC F4

Testing

SVM

Fold 0

Mean AUROC

(a)

Receiver operating characteristic r10rubis_hdd80.txt
1.0

True positive rate

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate

0.8

1.0

ROC fold 0 (area = 0.79)
ROC fold 1 (area = 0.75)
ROC fold 2 (area = 0.81)
ROC fold 3 (area = 0.70)
ROC fold 4 (area = 0.76)
Luck
Mean ROC (area = 0.76)
(b)

Figure 3: (a) Dataset distribution using the 𝑘-fold cross-validation technique to find an AUC value from a pair of CSCa and non-CSCa
datasets for the SVM classification. (b) An example of a 5-fold cross-validation ROC graph.

the number of true positives (benefits) and false positives
(costs). To create the ROC graph, instead of using the binary
nonprobabilistic output of the SVM model, we used the
distance of data point to the SVM model decision boundary
as the input for ROC.
The scheme for dataset treatment and an illustration of its
outputs are shown in Figure 3.
6.2. The Binary Class Classification for the CSCa Detection.
The reason for a machine learning implementation is to use
all the information one can get in the learning process. A
server in the cloud is most likely performing only a small
set of tasks, such as a web server, file server, or mail server.

This means that having training data samples for the negative
class (non-CSCa scenario) in real life is not difficult. We
used this assumption to evaluate our dataset in a binary class
classification approach by providing both positive class and
negative class datasets for the training stage.
To evaluate this approach, we created two superset classes
called the trained class and the untrained class. The trained
class was the set of scenarios that were already known by
the system and would be used for the training phase. The
untrained class was the collection of scenarios that were not
known previously by the system; therefore they were not used
in the training process and would only be used in the test
phase. We divided the scenarios of the positive class into
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Table 2: The arrangement of scenario datasets for the binary SVM evaluation.
Trained class
Positive class

Negative class

Positive class

Untrained class
Negative class

Flush + Flush (Gruss)
Flush + Reload
Prime + Probe (Gruss) and Flush + Reload Idle and RUBiS 20 clients and RUBiS 200
(Hornby)
clients and stress CPU and stress memory
(Gruss) and Flush + Reload (Yarom)
scenarios are combined into one dataset
scenarios are combined into one dataset

ROC of known class scenarios (CSC versus non-CSC)

Fold 0

1.0
Benign
dataset

True positive rate

0.8
0.6
0.4

CSC
dataset

RUBiS 2000 clients
Mail server
Urandom generator
Lucas-Lehmer
Binary tree

SVM

Training

F4

F4

F3

F3

F2

F2

F1

F1

F0

F0

0.2

Testing

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate

0.8

1.0

ROC fold 0 (area = 1.00)
ROC fold 1 (area = 1.00)
ROC fold 2 (area = 1.00)
ROC fold 3 (area = 1.00)
ROC fold 4 (area = 1.00)
Luck
Mean ROC (area = 0.99)

Test dataset
(untrained
scenario)

F0
F1-F2-F3-F4

AUROC F0
Fold 1

AUROC F1
Mean AUROC

Figure 4: The classification ROC of the trained CSCa scenario test
data and the trained non-CSCa scenario test data.
Fold 4

the trained-positive class and the untrained-positive class.
We also divided the scenarios in the negative class into two,
the trained-negative class and the untrained-negative class.
The arrangement of all collected scenarios for use in this
evaluation process is given in Table 2.
6.2.1. Test of the Trained Scenario. Our first test deals with the
data that belong to the trained scenario class but not included
in the training process. The aim is to see if the trained model
was able to represent the trained scenario class in general. The
procedure of the test is given in Figure 3(a). In this test, we do
not yet use the untrained class scenarios of Table 2. The results
of this test are given in Figure 4.
The results show that the detection system can successfully classify the data from all the scenarios that have been
trained into CSCa and non-CSCa classes (0.99 AUC). This
further shows that there are differentiable patterns of KVM

AUROC F4

Figure 5: The evaluation scheme for each of the untrained scenario.

event sequences between the trained CSCa scenarios and
non-CSCa scenarios.
6.2.2. Test of the Untrained Scenario. In this second test, we
wanted to see if the trained model was able to represent
both classes, the positive class and negative class, in general.
Therefore, we used the scenarios from the untrained class
for the test phase. To achieve the concept of a signaturebased detection system, in the test phase, the untrained class
scenarios were compared against the trained-positive class
dataset. The procedure of this test is given in Figure 5. The
expected results should give a low AUC value (around 0.50
AUC) for the untrained-positive class scenarios and high
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0.4

0.6
0.4

0.2
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0.0
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0.4
0.6
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0.8

1.0

Luck
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F + R (Hornby) (area = 0.57)

(a)

0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate

0.8

1.0

Luck
Peak web load (area = 0.99)
Mail server (area = 0.99)
Lucas-Lehmer (area = 0.99)
Binary tree (area = 0.82)
Urandom generator (area = 0.97)
(b)

Figure 6: (a) Binary classification results for the Trained Positive Class versus each of the Untrained Positive Class (CSC) test scenarios. (b)
Binary classification results for the Trained Positive Class versus each of the Untrained Negative Class (non-CSC) test scenarios.

AUC value (around 0.99 AUC) for the untrained-negative
class scenarios. The actual results are given in Figure 6.
Figure 6(a) shows near to 0.50 AUC score for Flush +
Flush scenario data (=0.49) and Flush + Reload Hornby
scenario data (=0.57). This shows that the machine learning
trained model cannot differentiate between the known CSCa
scenario dataset and the unknown CSCa scenario dataset.
This is the expected result as it means that the model created
by the SVM training process was able to capture the common
features of all CSCa and therefore will have low false negative
rate detections.
On the other hand, Figure 6(b) shows near to 0.99 AUC
score for the peak web workload scenario data (=0.99), mail
server operation scenario data (=0.99), Lucas-Lehmer Test
scenario data (=0.99), Binary Tree Operation scenario data
(=0.82), and urandom generator scenario data (=0.97). This
shows that the detection system was able to differentiate
between the known CSCa scenarios and the unknown nonCSCa scenarios. This further means that the KVM event
sequence training model was able to capture the generic differentiable features between CSCa operation and non-CSCa
operation, which leads to low false positive rate detection.
In our test case, the binary tree scenario gave a smaller
separation score in comparison to the other non-CSCa
scenarios. We believe the reason for this score is the lesser
number of arithmetic operations within the binary tree program. An in-depth explanation of the generic differentiable
features between CSCa operation and non-CSCa operation is
given in the next section.

6.3. Generalizing the Classification Results. In the previous
sections, we showed that our monitoring system worked
successfully against the scenarios that we prepared. Even
though we showed that our system also works for the
scenarios that were not yet trained, we still need to show
that our solution can work in general for all other possible
scenarios. To explain the separation between the CSCa class
scenarios and the non-CSCa class scenarios, we made the
effort to identify the exact KVM event sequences that separate
CSCa operation and non-CSCa operation. First, we divided
the non-CSCa scenarios into three different operation types:
regular operations, CPU intensive operations, and Memory
intensive operations. Then, we used the Fisher Score [52]
approach to look for the most important features that separated each non-CSCa operation type dataset from the CSCa
dataset. Fisher score comparison is a well-known method to
find the optimal features, so that the distances between data
points in the same class are minimized and the distances
between data points of different classes are maximized. Even
though the discrimination process between the SVM method
and the Fisher score are not the same, we believe the results
of this Fisher Score evaluation can give basic insight on the
class discriminatory features. The results of this evaluation are
given in Table 3.
Table 3 lists only five of the highest Fisher score features
for each non-CSCa operation type dataset when compared to
the CSCa dataset. Besides the Fisher scores, we also listed the
median, average and standard deviation value of each feature
to give a basic statistical perspective of the separation.
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Table 3: Five features with the highest Fisher score for each non-CSCa scenario operation type compared to the CSCa scenarios. Note: “:”
symbol represent delimiter.
Fisher
score

Non-CSCa Seq. Stat.
Med.
Mean St. dev.

CSCa Seq. Stat.
Med.
Mean St. dev.

Vs CSCa

KVM event sequence

28.4

132

133.5

20.7

1

1.3

4.5

26.7

45

45.1

8.6

0

0

0

Regular
operation

MSR WRITE:kvm apic:kvm msr:
HLT:kvm eoi:kvm pv eoi:kvm apic accept irq:
kvm inj virq:
HLT:kvm inj virq:
MSR WRITE:kvm apic:kvm apic:kvm apic ipi:
kvm apic accept irq:kvm msr:
HLT:kvm eoi:kvm pv eoi:kvm inj virq:

23.8

87

87.3

16.1

0

0

0

19.5

109

108.2

21.6

0

0.1

2.8

17.2

312

305.8

67.3

0

0

0

EXCEPTION NMI:kvm fpu:
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT:kvm fpu:
CR ACCESS:kvm cr:kvm fpu:
PENDING INTERRUPT:kvm inj virq:
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT:kvm apic accept irq:
kvm inj virq:

9.3
4.7
0.8
0.4

9
7
0
2

9.2
7.7
0.4
3.2

2.2
3.1
2.4
6.6

0
2
3
167

0.5
1.6
2.6
106.5

0.6
0.9
0.9
84.3

0.3

255

255.4

6.1

94

152.8

82.6

434.9
87.1

1004
5058

1002.1
4949.2

15.7
233.6

0
0

0.7
5

18.3
189.8

22.9

22

22.2

4.2

0

0

0.4

19.3

5128

5630.6

983.2

0

7.9

283.8

9.5

11

11.2

3.6

0

0

0

CPUintensive
operation

Memoryintensive
operation

EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:kvm
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:kvm
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:kvm
kvm inj virq:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:kvm
kvm apic accept irq:kvm inj virq:

emulate insn:
inj exception:
apic accept irq:

emulate insn:

6.3.1. Regular Workload. In the case of a regular workload,
such as web server operation and mail server operation,
Table 3 shows there were a high number of VM exits on the
Model Specific Register (MSR) writing operation to access the
Advanced Programmable Interrupt Controller (APIC) chip
in the non-CSCa scenario. This shows that, in comparison
with the CSCa operation, the regular workload scenario
operation produced more software and hardware interrupts.
Another important VM exit shown in the table is HLT. hlt
is an instruction to halt the CPU until it receives the next
external interrupt requesting its service. The table shows that
the regular scenario operations in the guest were not using the
CPU intensively and therefore fired more hlt instructions to
save the CPU power usage and heat output. The CSCa, on the
other hand, were using the CPU extensively, hence the rare
hlt calls.
However, a quick look at the entire raw data of the regular
workload operation scenario is enough to easily discriminate
the CSCa and non-CSCa data. There are several other
features (KVM event sequences) besides the five listed in
Table 3 that can be used to differentiate CSCa and non-CSCa
operation. We believe this is because the regular non-CSCa
operation works with diverse workload types and resources
and therefore creates many different KVM event sequences,
while the CSCa operations work uniformly with only a small
set of suboperations (timing operation, read or write specific
memory addresses and cache flushing). With knowledge of
the difference in patterns of KVM event sequences between
our regular operation scenario and the CSCa, we can safely

extrapolate that the classification results would be the same
for other regular operations within the public guest VM.
6.3.2. CPU Intensive Workload. Manual observation of the
raw data shows an almost similar pattern between the
CSCa scenarios and the CPU intensive non-CSCa scenarios.
Table 3 for CPU-intensive operation shows that only two
of the five features listed (EXCEPTION NMI - kvm fpu
and EXTERNAL INTERRUPT - kvm fpu) can actually be
useful for classification (the Fisher Scores are higher than
1). Both of these sequences are related to the use of the
Floating Point Unit (FPU). In comparison to the CSCa attack,
common CPU intensive non-CSCa operations are usually
related to complex mathematical-related operations. On the
other hand, CSCa does not need any complex mathematical
operations and therefore can be discriminated from the
CPU intensive non-CSCa operation using the sequence of
FPU utilization. Examples of CPU intensive workload are
cryptography operations.
6.3.3. Memory Intensive Workload. We also checked the
discriminatory features between the CSCa scenarios and the
memory intensive non-CSCa scenarios. All the features in
Table 3 on memory intensive operation show high Fisher
scores, which means that the CSCa operations can easily
be separated from the non-CSCa memory intensive operation. The table shows that the memory intensive non-CSCa
scenarios create a lot more page fault exceptions than the
CSCa operations. Page fault exceptions may happen for
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Table 4: Fisher score for the evaluation on another host with different microarchitecture.

Regular load

CPU-intensive load

Memory intensive load

Sequence
HLT:kvm inj virq:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault: kvm inj exception:
MSR WRITE:kvm apic:kvm msr: kvm apic accept irq:
HLT:kvm eoi:kvm pv eoi:kvm inj virq:
CR ACCESS:kvm cr:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm fpu:
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT:kvm fpu:
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT: kvm apic accept irq: kvm inj virq:
EXTERNAL INTERRUPT: kvm apic accept irq:
PENDING INTERRUPT:kvm inj virq:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault: kvm inj exception:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault: kvm emulate insn:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault: kvm inj exception:kvm apic accept irq: kvm inj exception:
EXCEPTION NMI:kvm page fault: kvm apic accept irq:kvm inj virq:

two reasons, either because there is no translation for the
memory address or because there is no access right for the
specified address. In short, the high number of page fault
exceptions in the memory intensive non-CSCa scenarios
points to diverse memory address access, in contrast to the
CSCa scenarios that focused on accessing only a small set of
memory addresses.
6.3.4. Evaluation on Different Microarchitecture. As a part of
the microarchitecture attack class, CSCa are characterized
by the type of the CPU architecture of the physical host. To
check the impact of different types of CPU architecture on the
results of our monitoring method, we performed the same
Fisher score evaluation as above on a host with a different
microarchitecture. We set up the host on a Dell Poweredge
R910 machine which is equipped with two Intel Xeon QuadCore E7520 1.86 GHz (Nehalem), 36 MB L3 cache, and 32 GB
system memory. We choose this specification as it has a
different Last Level Cache (LLC) layer and different chipset
architecture compared to our main evaluation setup (Section 6.1.1). Table 4 lists the five highest Fisher score features
from each of the non-CSCa operation type datasets compared
to the CSCa dataset on the Nehalem-based host.
Table 3 (Conroe setup) and Table 4 (Nehalem setup) show
that the two highest Fisher score features that differentiate
the CSCa scenario dataset and non-CSCa CPU intensive
scenario dataset in the Conroe setup and Nehalem setup are
the same. The similarity of the higher Fisher score set also
happened in the case of the non-CSCa memory intensive
dataset differentiation (4 out of 5 similar features). This
shows that the operational characteristics of the non-CSCa
CPU-intensive scenario and memory intensive scenario on
both microarchitectures are similar and thus can be captured
through KVM events observation.
On the other hand, for the regular operation datasets in
the Conroe and the Nehalem setups, there were four out of
five different features in the set of the five highest Fisher

Fisher score
26.74
26.18
24.43
20.65
18.79
9.13
6.76
0.52
0.51
0.29
91.42
75.46
43.69
15.31
12.84

score features that differentiated between the CSCa scenario
and the non-SCSa regular operation datasets. We believe
this result could be expected since there are many features
that can be used to differentiate these operations and their
Fisher scores might change slightly with each evaluation,
thus changing the Fisher score ranking. However, the high
Fisher scores show that even though the order of ranking is
different, the regular non-CSCa operation scenario and the
CSCa scenario can still be easily differentiated.
6.4. On the Case of Noisy Environments and Mimicry Attempts.
In this evaluation part, we examine the performance of our
approach against two types of attack evasion scenarios. First
is having to detect CSCa within a noisy environment. In this
scenario, the adversaries try to run their CSCa attack, while,
either intentionally or unintentionally, there are other benign
operations running in the VM (e.g., web server transactions).
Second is having to detect a modified CSCa process that tries
to mimic benign operation to evade any detection process.
(1) Noisy environment: we collected another dataset of
the positive class (CSCa class). This time, we ran
the CSCa in the guest VM while at the same time
processing a significant web application workload.
(2) Mimicry attempt: we collected several new datasets
from a modified CSCa that slightly altered its behavior to obfuscate its signature characteristics.
(a) We reduced the spy frequency by increasing
the waiting interval between cache access timing. We modified the Gruss’s Flush + Reload
implementation by increasing the number of
yield operations between each timing process
(Algorithm 4). We tried 100 and 1000 yield
repetition values.
(b) We added a diversion function inside the real
CSCa code. We added a read and write file operation between cache access timing operations
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Algorithm 4: An example of a mimicry attempt by reducing the
spy frequency.

Receiver operating characteristic:
binary on mimicry and noisy scenario
1.0
0.8
True positive rate

...
start = rdtsc ();
While (1){
flush flush (addr + offset);
for (int i=0; i<1000, ++i)
sched yield ();
}
...

0.6
0.4
0.2

...
start = rdtsc ();
While (1) {
flush flush (addr + offset);
diversion func ();
sched yield ();
}
...

0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate

0.8

1.0

Luck
Mean ROC mimic100 (area = 0.79)
Mean ROC mimic1k (area = 0.81)
Mean ROC mimicrw (area = 0.99)
Mean ROC noisy (area = 0.99)

Algorithm 5: An example of a mimicry attempt by introducing a
diversion function.

Figure 7: ROC of several mimicry attack and noisy case scenario.

in the Gruss’s Flush + Reload implementation
(Algorithm 5).

and reduced probing frequency scenarios. Figure 8 shows the
comparison of the cache lines visible pattern in the case of
𝑘0 = 0xf between a clean Flush + Reload implementation
and a frequency-reduced Flush + Reload implementation. We
highlighted all cache line entries that were hit at least 99%
times the number of encryptions. The number of encryptions
that were required to produce less than 2% pattern errors are
given in Table 5.
Table 5 shows that a noisy environment, R/W mimicry
attempt, or reduced probing frequency will decrease the
effectiveness of the CSCa attacks. In our case, the noisy environment and mimicry attack scenarios reduced the accuracy
to 25% and 20%, respectively. In the case of reduced probing
frequency, we could not capture the cache-line pattern with
less than 2% error after up to 10000 trial encryptions. The high
standard deviation for the Noisy scenario shows that the load
fluctuation in the background will affect detection accuracy.
Finally, the mimicry attack will add to the computational load
of the spy process and lead to some additional processing
time, reducing the CSCa resolution timers and increasing the
probability of missing the real encryption events from the
victim.
Basically, while noisy environments and mimicry may
obfuscate the CSCa signatures, these also make the CSCa less
effective. We did not study the way to tackle this noisy and
mimicry problem within this work as we believe this problem
is quite big and challenging for another future work of its own.

Using the previous SVM Binary Class Classification, the
results are given in Figure 7. We can see that, in both cases, the
noisy environment and mimicry attempts, the AUC values are
high (0.79 and 0.81 for frequency alteration and 0.99 for both
noisy environment and R/W mimicry attempt). These results
point to high false negative detections. This shows that our
detection method is still vulnerable to the scenarios of a noisy
environment or mimicry attack. The poor results on detecting
the mimicry CSCa are actually a common consequence for
any indirect observation. Since we are not directly observing
the target, the adversary can always create a diversion to hide
their true acts.
However, looking from a different perspective, we believe
that working in a noisy environment will also significantly
decrease the CSCa effectiveness, making it impractical, and
therefore would be avoided by the attacker. The same thing
would happen in the mimicry attack. CSCa is actually a highly
focused operation and requires a high level of information
granularity. An attempt to obfuscate its procedure will highly
reduce the granularity of the collected information. This is
especially true for the Flush + Flush attack where the timing
differences of clflush() hits and misses are very small. These
requirements will limit the type and amount of obfuscation
an adversary can use [53–56].
To evaluate the impact of a noisy environment and
mimicry attempts on the CSCa output, we performed a
Flush + Reload attack against an AES implementation of
OpenSSL (as attempted in [43]) with four conditions: clean
implementation, noisy environment, R/W mimicry attempt,

6.5. Performance Impact of the Monitoring Process to the
Host and Guest VM. We also tested the scalability of our
monitoring approach by increasing the number of monitored
VMs from 1 up to 8 guest VMs and measured the time needed
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: Cache line pattern of 𝑘0 = 0xf (a) for clean CSCa implementation (b) for the CSCa with a reduced probe frequency.
Table 5: Comparison between clean, noisy, mimicry, and reduced probe frequency scenarios.
Scenario
Clean
Noisy (200 CU)
Mimicry R/W
Reduced Probing freq.

(a)
44
178
209
NA

(b)
7.8
82.3
10.5
NA

(c)
75.93
78.86
134.22
761.83

(a) Number of encryptions needed to create a cache line pattern of the upper 4 bits of 𝑘0 with less than 2% error (average of 10 attempts); (b) standard deviation
of (a); (c) CPU task-clock needed to find the pattern for 100 encryptions (average of 10 attempts).

The boxplot shows that the monitoring process in the host
had a small impact on the computation performance of the
guest VM. In this experiment, there was an increase of 0.7%
in the time to complete the task in the guest system when it
was monitored from the host using our approach (KVM event
observation).

25.36

(sec)

25.31

25.26

7. Discussion
25.21

25.16
No_monitor

With_monitoring

Figure 9: The comparison of time that was needed to calculate 10000
first prime numbers in the guest VM when the KVM events at the
host was monitored and when it was not monitored.

to collect 1 unit of observation data. We used Linux’s perf tool
and collected the task-clock data (the CPU time). We found
out that the trace-cmd KVM tracing process did not increase
CPU utilization even if the number of monitored VMs was
increased (at least up to 8 guest VMs in our experiment). The
task clock for collecting data remained constant with an average of 0.0443 msec and standard deviation of 0.00176 msec.
Next, we compared the CPU performance of a guest VM
with no monitoring and when it is being monitored by the
host. For this measurement process, we used the sysbench
tool. For this benchmark, we recorded the total execution
time of one thread to calculate the first 10000 prime numbers.
Figure 9 presents the averages from twenty benchmarking
results.

7.1. Considerations for Implementation in Operational Environment. The procedures used in this study were set up for
experimentation purpose. To have a working operational
system, we need to determine the explicit threshold for
positive-negative decision and the explicit number of positive
results threshold to decide when to fire the alarm.
7.1.1. Positive-Negative Discrimination Threshold. The Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve shows the whole
spectrum of possible discrimination thresholds and therefore
is useful for selecting the optimal criterion (maximize the
true positive rate and minimize the false positive rate).
Theoretically, the optimum threshold that maximizes the
trade-off between the true positive rate and false positive rate
can be derived from the ROC using the Youden Index [57].
The Youden Index 𝐽 is formulated as
𝐽 = Sensitivity + Specificity − 1,

(1)

where Sensitivity refers to the true positive rate and Specificity refers to the true negative rate. Graphically, the index
can be explained as a single operating point of the ROC with
the maximum distance from the chance (diagonal) line.
In practice, the optimum threshold from the Youden
Index is not always applicable. That is because the Youden
Index gives both false positive and false negative the same
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weight (cost). In real-life operation, the operator might apply
a different weight to the false positives and false negatives.
If we apply a different weight to FP and FN as 𝛼 and 𝛽,
respectively, we can write a cost function 𝐶 as follows:
𝐶 = FPR𝛼 (1 − 𝑝) + FNR𝛽𝑝
= FPR𝛼 (1 − 𝑝) + (1 − TPR) 𝛽𝑝,

(2)

where 𝑝 is the ratio of positive events from the total events:
𝑝=

TP + FP
TP + FP + TN + FN

FPR =

FP
FP + TN

TPR =

TP
.
TP + FN

(3)

The gradient of the cost function 𝐶 is any line with
coefficient 𝑐 = 𝛼(1 − 𝑝)/𝛽𝑝. The optimal threshold that
produces a minimum cost is the intersection of the line with
coefficient 𝑐 and the ROC.
7.1.2. Alarm Threshold. Raising an alarm based on only one
unit of observation is not suggested as it has a high probability
of introducing false alarms from outlier events. We argue
that, by assessing the detection status in groups of sequenced
observation data (a decision window), the accuracy can be
increased. For example, having a decision window of 10,
we might choose to raise the alarm anytime it contains
7 positive observations. The proper value for the window
size and positive data threshold can be varied for different
types of implementations. Finding the optimum value of the
observation window size and the threshold value for positive
data is a good new research subject.
7.2. Potential Use of KVM Event Data. In the evaluation
section, we have shown that even though the KVM event
sequences are not directly related to internal CSCa functions,
this dataset can still be used to differentiate between CSCa
operations and non-CSCa operations. This leads us to believe
that the KVM event sequence information can also be
used for other more generic monitoring functions, such
as an Anomaly Detection System. We can use the same
approach we used in Section 6.4, but instead of comparing the
incoming data (or the test data) with a specific attack patterns,
we can compare it with the benign class scenario which will
make this system work as an anomaly detection system.

8. Conclusion
This work is a feasibility study of using KVM events information to detect the cache-based side channel attacks (CSCa).
Within this paper, we have shown that CSCa create several
unique patterns of KVM event sequences. These patterns
can be used to detect the existence of any CSCa variants,
including the Flush + Flush attack, within a guest VM. The
monitoring system which collected the KVM events does not

need any host or guest VM modification. It can work inside
the host without guest participation. Furthermore, it only has
a small impact on the guest performance and almost zero
impact on the host performance which can lead to a highly
scalable monitoring system.
We showed that, by using the KVM event sequences
for the Support Vector Machine classification method, the
separation score of our trained CSCa scenarios and trained
non-CSCa scenarios was 0.99 AUC (Area Under the Curve
of Receiver Operating Characteristic). The separation score
between the trained CSCa scenarios and the untrained CSCa
scenarios, which includes the Flush + Flush attack, was close
to 0.50 AUC, while the separation score between the trained
CSCa scenarios and the untrained non-CSCa scenarios was
close to 0.99 AUC. These results show that the KVM events
monitoring method can provide low false negatives and low
false positives for a CSCa detection system. To strengthen our
claim, we performed Fisher score evaluation and successfully
identified the KVM event sequences that generalize the
separation of the CSCa and non-CSCa operation dataset.
Our further investigation on false negatives showed that
our detection method still did not address evasion techniques
such as the noisy environment and mimicry attack scenarios.
However, we also showed that both scenarios negatively
affected the CSCa effectiveness, thus limiting these options
for the adversary.
Finally, we evaluated the computation overhead impact
of our CSCa monitoring approach and showed that it has a
negligible overhead on the host and the guest VM operations.
We believe the results of these experiments are useful to
broaden the understanding of CSCa in particular and the
operation of CPU caches in general. Our findings can benefit
future research in this field to help identify ways to detect
CSCa.
We identify several research direction to move forward:
(i) We would like to design an operational version of this
detection system. This is not a trivial task because
there are many different functions to adapt from
the current experimental implementation, such as
real-time data collection, preprocessing, and analysis,
along with developing a process to find the proper
threshold for a positive or negative detection decision.
(ii) An interesting case is to find the solution of CSCa
monitoring for other processor architecture, such as
the ARM processors which has gained more popularity recently.
(iii) Another challenging problem to be solved is detecting
any effort to obfuscate the CSCa in noisy environments or with mimicry operations. A potential
approach would be by using the combination of multiple monitoring techniques such as Hardware Performance Counter (HPC), KVM events, and another
probing point available from the VMM.
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